Evolution Spas

A revolution in hydrotherapy
The Evolution Spa Philosophy

All Evolution spas are designed out of passion by our designers. Our designers, the older guys with years of experience, surrounded by young people with a fresh eye, as a team they may be proud of our new 2011 range.

Discussions were held, various ideas were discussed, vetted and tested until the smallest detail. Every small piece, each sweep, each jet .... and finally all together. So there will be no doubt and we are all convinced of the best product.

The designs are not only an aesthetic aspect but also they are practical and sustainable. Thus, our new Evolution spas not only beautiful, but just as important, practical, economical and almost indestructible.

Whether it's a jet, a headrest, a pump or an ice bucket, nothing is left to chance. We reaffirm this with our unique guarantee, 10 years on structure, 7 years on shell, 5 years on jets and 3 years on the controller and pumps.

We proudly present you our new spa collection. Enjoy the details and dream away in luxury ....
Relax and feel good

Enjoying a warm spa is a gift for body and mind. Warm water, a good massage and you will disappear from the bustle of everyday life.

An ergonomically shaped shell and the strategically placed jets will make sure you are in the most relaxed position. You can enjoy this treat for your muscles and mind. Your worries will disappear when closing your eyes and feel the caress of the bubbling hot water.

The adjustable LED lighting will create the perfect atmosphere. The Aqua-vibe sound system ensures that you are surrounded by your favorite music, this 360 degrees omni surround sound will reach you through the water.

The illuminated wine cooler, for a refreshing drink or a romantic bottle of bubbles, your perfect spa sensation. Relax and feel good ...
Aqua-Lounge
Aqua-Lounge, sister of the spa family. Double lounge, 3 seats.

- Dimensions 220 x 220 x 90 cm.
- Water volume 1410 liters
- Weight 420 Kg.
- Aristech acrylic self-supporting shell
- Maintenance-free cabinet
- SpaNet LED jet lighting
- SpaNet LED skirt lighting
- 2 Loungers, 3 seats
- 30 Waterjets stainless steel trim
- 10 Airjets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions
- Illuminated waterfall
- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter
- SpaNet XS-3000 operating system
- SpaNet 3KW Heater (teflon coated)
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- IPOD docking with vibro speakers
- Insulated cover
- Aluminium coverlift
- Stairs in color of the cabinet
- LastingScents® adjustable aromatherapy
- Lighted Wine Cooler
- 2 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet Low noise air blower 700 Watt
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- SpaNet touchpads (2x)
- Electrical connection min 25Amp
Aqua-Extreme
Aqua-Extreme, leader of the Evolution spas
Double lounge, full-options

- Dimensions 220 x 220 x 90 cm.
- Water volume 1330 liters
- Weight 430 Kg.
- Aristech acrylic self-supporting shell
- Maintenance-free plastic casing
- SpaNet LED jet lighting
- SpaNet LED skirt lighting
- 2 Lounger, 3 seats (1 masterseat)
- 51 Waterjets stainless steel trim
- 10 Airjets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions
- Illuminated waterfall
- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter
- SpaNet XS-3000 operating system
- SpaNet 3KW Heater (teflon coated)
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- IPOD docking with vibro speakers
- Insulated cover
- Aluminium coverlift
- Stairs in color of the cabinet
- LastingScents® adjustable aromatherapy
- Lighted Wine Cooler
- 2 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet Low noise air blower 700 Watt
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- SpaNet touchpads (2x)
- Electrical connection min 25Amp
Aqua-Relax

Aqua-Relax, related to the Aqua-Extreme. Even more place; 1 lounge, 5 seats

- Dimensions 220 x 220 x 90 cm.
- Water volume 1440 liters
- Weight 430 Kg.
- Aristech acrylic self-supporting shell
- Maintenance-free cabinet
- SpaNet LED jet lighting
- SpaNet LED skirt lighting
- 1 Lounger, 5 seats (1 masterseat)
- 50 Waterjets stainless steel trim
- 10 Airjets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions
- Illuminated waterfall
- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter
- SpaNet XS-3000 operating system
- SpaNet 3KW Heater (teflon coated)
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- IPOD docking with vibro speakers
- Insulated cover
- Aluminium coverlift
- Stairs in color of the cabinet
- LastingScents ® adjustable aromatherapy
- Lighted Wine Cooler
- 2 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet Low noise air blower 700 Watt
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- SpaNet touchpads (2x)
- Electrical connection min 25Amp
New model 2011

Aqua-Duo

The large 3 seated Evolution spa. This spa feels at home, everywhere.

- Dimensions 220 x 169 x 79 cm.
- Water volume 800 liters
- Weight 270 Kg.
- Aristech acrylic self-supporting shell
- Maintenance-free cabinet
- SpaNet LED jet lighting
- SpaNet LED skirt lighting
- 1 Lounger, 2 seats
- 30 Waterjets stainless steel trim
- 10 Airjets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions
- Illuminated waterfall
- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter
- SpaNet XS-2000 operating system
- SpaNet 2KW Heater (teflon coated)
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- IPOD docking with vibro speakers
- Insulated cover
- Aluminium coverlift
- Stairs in color of the cabinet
- LastingScents ® adjustable aromatherapy
- Lighted Wine Cooler
- 1 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet Low noise air blower 700 Watt
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- SpaNet touchpad
- Electrical connection min 16Amp
3Zone disinfection, unique in the spa industry

The 3Zone® filter system ensures the clearest water. How does this system work?

The water is filtered through a 1-micron filter with disinfectant silver ions (standard spa filters filter only 50 to 60 microns). After the filtering of water, half of the water goes through the UV disinfection system and the other half of the water goes into a specially developed ozone reaction chamber, where it is mixed with ozone. Finally, this pure water goes through the special ozone-outlet back into the spa. This 3-way filtering is unique in the spa industry. It allows you to add less chemicals and so it saves not only the environment but also your wallet. With the newest sanitizer Aqua-Perfect, specially developed by Evolution spas, chlorine is past. You can have the best spa water (which is even consumable) without any chlorine.
Enjoy

Evolution Spas means carelss enjoying.

Not only a gift for yourself. Your children, family and friends loves to join you in the comfortable warm water.

You will love all seasons to. Mild spring days, warm summer evenings, gusty autumn days and of course the best pleasure in a steamy bath on a cold winter day.

Laugh together, relax together, being healthy together, each moment of the day ...
Details make the spa

Evolution spas are built with the best components, some examples:

- Adjustable headrest
- Easy-lift filterunit
- Adjustable aromatherapy
- Lighted wine cooler
- Rotating needlejets
- Stainless steel 316 jet-finishing
- Adjustable jetlighting
- SpaNet controller, display, heater
What makes a better Evolution spa:

The 10 most important and unique advantages:

1. The unique 3-zone ® filter, the combination of a 1-micron filter (normal filters filter 50-60 micron), a powerful ozonator with ozone-reaction-chamber and a UV disinfection system. The 1-micron disposable filter does not need to be cleaned, the filter should only be replaced once per 4-5 months.

2. The world’s most economical control; SpaNet control. Fully programmable and “thinks” along. This Australian controller is designed from the point of view of the user and is extremely user-friendly and has almost all functions in one-touch. Through the programmable circulation pump, and power-efficient titanium teflon coated heater will save you hundreds of euros per year.

3. The strongest shell; Evolution spas all have Aristech shells, formed in a zone controlled oven, with a vinyl-ester layer and multiple layers of poly-ester. This makes the shell self-supporting and the strongest of its kind.

4. Efficient pumps, our pumps are SpaNet. By using adjustable wet-ends these pumps do not lose any power. Therefore they give maximum power to the jets.

5. Patented bearingless jets. Our jets have no bearings, but have an unbreakable stainless steel spin-needle.

6. Evolution spa RGB LED lighting, in conjunction with the SpaNet controller, can be set in 30 colors, the brightness is adjustable and you can also choose from many pre-programmed color combinations.

7. Unique Aquavibe sound system, the Evolution spa sound system is equipped with vibro-speakers, which are mounted to the tub. The sound is reflecting into the tub which creates a sound sensation. Each Evolution spa is equipped with an ipod docking station.

8. Thermoguard insulation, designed for the European climate, these spas provide a multiple insulation. The shell as well as the cabinet as the bottom are equipped with insulation.

9. The plumbing, the distribution substation, connecting parts are designed for the best flow and least resistance. These components are assembled with PVC solvent cement and Wacker kit, specially made for the spa industry.

10. Nice extras, such as a lighted wine cooler, adjustable efficient aromatherapy, lights in the cabinet, etc....
Evolution Aquaswim

The Evolution swimspa is the ultimate swimspa. The starting point for the design was a powerful spa for as well experienced swimmers as recreational swimmers. The results are impressive. The strongest and deepest spa of its kind. An effective water depth of 130 cm. and a counter-current of 12 HP. This spa is made to install 4 powerful pumps right under the jets for a maximum flow.

The seat, created in the stairs, is also useful for doing a rowing workout. A row practice set comes with every swimspa.
Jacuzzi part:
- 2 Seats, 1 lounge
- 30 Waterjets stainless steel trim
- 10 Airjets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions
- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter

- SpaNet XS-2000 operating system
- SpaNet 2KW Heater
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- LastingScents® adjustable aromatherapy
- 2 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet Low noise air blower 700 Watt
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- SpaNet XS-2000 touchpad

Swim part:
- SpaNet LED lighting
- 2 Seats, 1 lounge
- 4 counterflow jets stainless steel trim
- Air Controllers
- Ozone Disinfection
- UV System for disinfection
- 1-micron filter with silver ions

- Bottom drain with gardenhose adapter
- SpaNet XS-4000 operating system
- SpaNet 4KW Heater (teflon coated)
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- 4 SpaNet Hi-Flo massage pumps 3 HP
- 1 SpaNet circulationpump 250 Watt
- 2 SpaNet XS-4000 touchpads

- Dimensions 580 x 222 x 146 cm.
- Water volume 12,000 liters
- Weight 1720 Kg.
- Aristech acrylic self-supporting shell
- Maintenance-free cabinet
- 15cm. Insulated cover
- Stairs in color of the cabinet
- SpaNet LED lights along waterline
- 3Zone® disinfection
- Lighted Wine Cooler
- Heat Lock triple insulation
- IPOD docking with Spatunes vibrospeakers
Evolution spa Original Equipment

Evolution developed alongside its spas spas also a series of spa products. These products increase your pleasure, make maintenance easier and helps to keep your spa in top condition. Ask your dealer for the original equipment range.

Evolution spa Maintenance

Evolution spas has a wide range of cleaning products for spa and spa water. Besides the traditional watertreatment products, the spa dealer also offers the revolutionary Evolution Aqua-Perfect. A product where chlorine is unnecessary. 100% biodegradable. Only one weekly dose is sufficient to add to your spa.

Evolution spa After Sales

Evolution spas after-sales-service is free for any owner of one of our spas. Register your spa and regularly receive tips and offers.
Evolution Colours and Looks

Available Aristech acrylic colours:

- Carribean Blue (Granite blue)
- Sterling Silver (Silver marble)
- Pearlescent (Silverwhite)
- Midnight Opal (Pearl Shadow)
- Sahara (Sierra)

Cabinet looks:

- Coffee brown
- Mahogany
- Grey

Cover looks:

- Darkgrey
- Brown
- Black

Covers of Evolution spas have a standard insulation of 15 cm.

Aqua-Extreme in Pearl Shadow